
Cloud Services
We can help you to run your business applications and hardware 
on the cloud. Since everything in the cloud is more connected, you 
can securely cross reference and share information across different 
applications. 

MANAGED BUSINESS SERVICES



What is ‘The Cloud’?

Cloud systems use advanced networks and cutting edge computing to deliver services at scale. This makes them 
more effective and affordable: as a business, all you need to do is pay for the services you need and not the upkeep to 
maintain the hardware.

Want to keep some of your servers or applications? No problem. You decide what you want to own and what to rent. 
When something is done, simply stop using it. No more sweating assets and wringing your hands over recouping 
operational costs. You can start small and grow, or go big from the start. With the cloud you have full control and choice. 

Core features

DID YOU KNOW?
Cloud is not new. It has been around since the 1990s. 
Advances in broadband, mobile, networks and servers 
have matured it into a transformational force.

• Offload legacy hardware and invest in services.
• Pay per user: think in CAPEX, not OPEX.
• Open doors to modern digital technologies such as 

mobile and virtualisation.
• Track your telephony costs, reporting and 

recordings.
• Manage email services through Office365 and 

Mimecast.
• Gain access to the country’s top network providers. 

• Explore connectivity choices, from mobile to fibre.
• Modernise your telephony with hosted solutions.
• Manage costs through consumption-based financial 

models.
• Engage the cloud without fear through 

comprehensive security solutions.
• Operate your business as if it’s a single location.
• Modernise your callcentre with minimal cost and 

fuss.

Why ITEC?

Provider of leading cloud solutions from Microsoft, 
Mitel, Mimecast and more.

Partnered with SA’s leading tier 1 network 
providers.

Expert integration and support of connectivity 
services.

Capable of helping any size business, from a 
small business to large enterprise.

We offer flexible in-house financing solutions.

Complete managed services provider to 
compliment your cloud investments.

We are the first solutions company to offer a 
certified carbon offset programme.

Consistent support both onsite and through our 
national resolution centre.

Leading provider of on-site and hosted PABX, 
unified comms and callcentre solutions.



Affordable business agility, mobility and productivity

Get on top of your costs

Choose what you want to own and what to rent

Manage email effortlessly

Rely on cost-effective disaster recovery and business continuity

Enable unified comms and collaboration

Free up your IT team to innovate

Host your servers in a cutting edge environment

Bring connectivity into your business

Cloud is not all-or-nothing. It can be adapted and changed depending on what the 
business needs. Regardless if you just want a single service or to migrate your 
entire IT setup, you have plenty of choices and a lot of room to expand.

Shift your email to enterprise-grade platforms such as Office365, supported by 
Mimecast for a full suite of Exchange, archiving, security and other management 
services. Pay only per user - no extravagant blanket license costs!

If your data disappears or is stolen, it can close your business. Normally backups 
are cumbersome and expensive. But cloud’s scale make such solutions highly 
affordable, while broadband ensures your digital valuables are duplicated safely 
in case disaster strikes.

Your IT staff are valuable, so don’t waste their time on maintenance jobs. By 
combining the cloud and managed business services, you can free your techies 
to innovate, working closer with the business to improve processes and even 
explore new technologies such as predictive analytics.

Cloud can offer XaaS (Everything as a Service). By using economies of scale, 
services can be offered at very low prices yet still maintain best-of-breed security 
and maintenance. You only own what you want and you can pay for the rest on a 
per-user-per-month basis. There is no need to own systems that only depreciate.

Connectivity and cloud go together beautifully, making it possible to have truly 
mobile services. If you enjoy checking your email on the go and sharing files 
through Dropbox with your clients, you are already using this amazing feature.

Get on top of your communications cost. Own only the handsets and use a host-
ed PABX platform, supported by Mitel’s market-leading solutions. Enjoy proper 
monitoring and easy cost management at a per-user level.

If you prefer to maintain your own systems, you still can get the best of cloud. 
Servers can be virtualised and placed in co-hosting environments with the same 
benefits, but lower hosting or hardware costs. Even if you keep your own servers, 
they will benefit for the datacentre environments that cloud provides.



OTHER MANAGED BUSINESS SERVICES

Contact us
+27 11 236 2000
info@itecgroup.co.za
www.itecgroup.co.za

The message is more important than the medium, especially when we have assessed your business 
to give you access to all the tools of communication you need. PABX, mobile, video conferencing, data 
calling… whatever works for your business to get the message across.

Business now happens on the move, whether as the core or an enhancement to your solutions. 
We can help you see how best to use mobile technology so you can do your business best.

Communications

Mobility

We can integrate security into every part of your business so that you are more prepared for disaster 
recovery, business continuity, more aware of your employee activities and have a solid operational 
awareness of your technology.

Security

We can seamlessly integrate cloud-based digital services with your in-house ERP systems, saving a 
lot of time and money. This way you get all the benefits of systems that can talk to each other, without 
changing what you already have.

IDMS


